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" unfortunate" women. " These," says Sir John Liddell, " are 
acting most beneficially."
The deficiency of similar accommodation, supplied with the

same object, in London and all large towns, we have already
pointed out. Of the numerous great metropolitan hospitals,
only one or two present those opportunities which, in the
interests of the State, should be offered by all to women

venereally affected. A grant to each hospital for the support of
a certain number of free beds for the reception of all diseased
women would, we believe, soon produce a marked diminution
in the figures we have quoted, and more than save, in each year,
the money now wasted in uselessly patching the threadbare gar-
ments of a foolish and wicked false-modesty. The provincial
hospitals would, of course, need similar endowments according
to their requirements. But at the same time there are

other matters in this proposed reform which more nearly con-
cern the profession. We are past the day when criminals and
maniacs were made a show. As regards society, the diseased
woman is somewhat in the same position. It is expedient
to get rid of her as a diseased woman as soon as possible,
and therefore to avoid everything which should lead to

any delay in her coming under treatment. It is natural

enough (for after all the prostitute is sister to those by
our firesides) that one of the great objections of these women
to seeking admission into hospitals is a dread of that clinical
mode of teaching which includes the throwing back of all
coverings from the poor creature shrinking in her shame, and
calmly demonstrating the characters of her malady to a pro-
miscuous class of students. Surely this might be easily obviated,
the admission to the venereal wards restricted, and other
arrangements made that should serve to attract these women
into the arms of that Charity which " thinketh no evil," rather
than leave them to work out that desperate mischief, the effects
of which we have traced.

There still remains one difficulty, the apportionment of such
a State grant as we have shown to be necessary, and which
must therefore be some day provided. This might well form a
part of the duties of that "Board of Moral Health," the esta-
blishment of which we have already advocated. From Tacitus

they might take, as fitting motto for their seal, the pithy sen-
tence- &deg;&deg; Intuta qu&aelig; indecora."

"BLOOD WILL HAVE BLOOD."
IT has been said, that Peace makes men, and War breeds

monsters; and were we to picture the writer of the following
account as his own graphic pen has drawn his portrait, we
should fancy one of the brood of war had visited earth in pro-
pri&acirc; person&oelig;. But when we remember that each stain repre-
sents a work of mercy, and think on the motive which bore up
the brave heart of the writer through such scenes and trials,
we recognise the noble man that peace made and taught-only
stained with the blood which cried for vengeance on the mon-
sters that war had bred.
The account is written by an assistant-surgeon after the

taking of Cawnpore, and dated Dec. 14th, 1857:-
" During six days in the intrenchments, I had tremendous

work. The first day I amputated eight limbs, dressed more
than eighty wounded men, scarcely knowing night from day,
eating beef and biscuit and drinking tea and water whenever
I could get a chance. Three round shot passed through my
hospital roof; bullets continually pattered against my hospital
walls, but all high up, as the earthworks protected the lower part.
We have now 800 sick and wounded, with only one surgeon,
dressers, and eight assistant-surgeons. All my clothes are
spoilt with blood, I went about in my shirt-sleeves, bare-
headed ; mv hair was matted with blood; my arms and hands
covered. Blood spirted from arteries into my mouth and eyes;
I was, indeed, all blood. How many bullets I extracted, how
many wounds I probed and stanched and dressed, how many
operations I performed or assisted at, I cannot say; but, cer-
tainly, one thing is true, that in one week I saw more surgery
than most surgeons see in a lifetime."

DIPSOMANIA.

THE meaning of the word dipsomania has recently become a
subject of inquiry amongst the inquisitive many who read the
newspapers, and the inquisitive few who like to know the
meaning of what they read as the readiest mode of explanation.
The word dipsomania has been popularly travestied into

tipsy mania; and the "vox populi" seems to more precisely
express the actual ill which it is now proposed to bring under
legislative control as a kind of lunacy. Dipsomania (from
&Dgr;&PSgr;&ohgr;, thirst) correctly describes the ailment of the thirsty soul,
as illustrated by the Dutchman, who

! " Though he never got drunk,
Sipped braudy-and-water gaily."

But the habitual drunkard, seeking to get out of himself, craving
strong drink for the purpose of becoming intoxicated, and thus
a dangerous nuisance to society, is not necessarily identical with
the man who habitually takes his two or three glasses,-be-
lieves he cannot do without his accustomed stimulant,-is
rather too fond perhaps of availing himself of Dr. Aldridge’s
five excuses for drinking-

" Good wine, a friend, or being dry,
Or lest he should be by-and-by,
Or any other reason why,"

yet rarely, if ever, is positively inebriated. This is, however,
the true dipsomaniac. It is just the difference between the
negro’s drinkee for drink, and drinkee for drunk.

If legislation is to be undertaken on the subject, this distinc-
tion is rather an important one, though as old as the days of
the Greek dramatists. An incorrigible old drunkard and poet;
named Cratinus, at the age of ninety-seven, wrote a comedy
called "The Flasks," which carried off the prize before the
" Clouds" of Aristophanes; who has left it on record that
Cratinus died of chagrin on seeing the wine run to waste from
a burst cask. In this comedy Metha is made the opponent of
Comcedia for the affections of the poet. And Metha is evi-

dently the drunkard’s love of drink, not mere thirst. Rabelais
has the same distinction (lib. i. c. v. )-" Qui feut premier soif
ou beuverye i soif, car qui fut vin sans soif durant est temps
d’innocence ? Beuverye car privatio presupponit habitum."
The derivation of metha is evidently from M&isin;&thgr;&ngr;&ohgr;, to make

drunk, and therefore the word methamania would probably be
a more correct and classical definition of the drunken madness
which needs restraint.

MEDICO - PARLIAMENTARY.

Thursday, Feb. llth.-Mr. Byng asked if any steps had been
taken (as promised last session) to remove the metropolitan
toll-bars and turnpikes, which entail so much hindrance and
loss to medical men. Lord Palmerston said nothing had bees.
done.
Mr. Laurie enquired what was about to be done in reference

to the great mortality amongst the army, the report of the Com-
missioners recently presented proving that two-thirds of the
deaths are from consumption and other diseases, in consequence
of the crowded state of the barracks of the metropolis. In

reply, Lord Palmerston promised an immediate investigation
into the subject.

Friday, 12th.-Lord Raynham gave notice of his intention
to move for a committee of inquiry into the management cf
the metropolitan workhouses.

Captain Annesley enquired if any report had been received
which stated the mortality of the troops to be less than one-
half that stated in the recent Commissioners’ report ? Sir J.
Ramsden acknowledged the receipt of such a report, and at-
tributed the more favourable results to its statistics onlyex-
tending over the last eighteen months.

Mr. Black asked if any appointment had been made to the
chair of Military Surgery at Edinburgh ? The Under Secretary
of War explained that it had been deferred because it was
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understood that the medical commissioners recommended a
discontinuance of the professorship.

Mr. Fitzgerald obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the laws in force for the relief of the destitute poor in Ireland,
and to amend an Act of the 14th and 15th years of Her

Majesty, providing for the better distribution, support, and
management of medical charities in Ireland.
Monday, 15th.-Mr. Roupell asked when the commissioners

appointed to inquire into the disposal of the sewage of towns
would be prepared to present their report, and whether it was
intended to introduce any measure this session based upon
their recommendations ?-Mr. Cowper said, the Town Sewage
Commissioners are engaged in the preparation of their report.
Some portion of it is already in type. Until that report is

presented he could not say anything about any measure on the ,,

subject. ’,
Mr. Cowper suggested that the Public Health Act Amend-

ment Bill, so many times postponed, should be read for the
second time, and discussed upon going into committee.-Mr.
Locke said that this Bill had become a regular parliamentary
nuisance ! Honourable members cried "hear, hear," evi-

dently thinking that no addition was wanted to their number;
and Lord Palmerston rebuked them by observing that it

was a measure deeply involving the interests of the people,
as it was addressed to the prevention of diseases which in-
volved a greater loss of life than any war in which the country
had been engaged.
- Tuesday, 16th.-Mr. Bland asked if any measure was going
to be introduced this session for the better management of
lunatic asylums in Ireland.-Mr. H. Herbert said nothing
could be promised about it.
,_ Capt. Annesley moved for a copy of the report referred to
on Friday concerning the health of the troops; and stated his
anticipation that it would show results different from those
contained in the receut Commissioners’ reports, though apply-
ing to the same year.

Wednesday, 17th.-Mr. Fortescue moved for a copy of a des-
patch from the Governor of Bermuda, including a report from
the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the yellow fever
at Bermuda during 1856.
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SOME PARTICULARS OF A CASE OF MARKED BRONZING OF THE
SKIN.

BY JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, ESQ.,
SURGEON TO THE METROPOLITAN FREE HOSPITAL.

THE woman whose malady formed the basis of this commu-
nication was exhibited to the fellows, and was declared by Dr.
Addison to be a good example of that peculiar condition, both
of general health and discoloration of skin, which he has found
so frequently connected with disease of the supra-renal capsules.
Mr. Hutchinson’s notes embraced the usual history of these
- cases. He gave his reasons for arriving at the confident opinion
that this was a genuine example of diseased supra-renal cap-
sules, as well as those which induced him to conclude that
9both organs had probably been destroyed as long as two years,
and called attention to the two important points thus illus-
trated-viz., the length of time during which life may be pro-
longed in the human subject after destruction of those organs,

and consequently the necessity for caution in the attempt to
- deduce conclusions from experiments on the lower animals.

Dr. ADDisox, after referring to the novel and imperfect state
of the matter under discussion, remarked upon the necessity of
speaking upon it with considerable reserve. He would, how-
ever, if not out of order, refer to a case read a short time since

to the Society, which afforded a most complete, unequivocal,
and terrible illustration of the disease, to the consideration of
which the attention of the Society was directed. The patient
was an accomplished, intelligent, and until two years before her
death, apparently healthy young woman. At that period she was
observed to lose strength and colour. He was called to see her
in the country, and was struck with her appearance. She was
darkened, almost blackened, as if stricken by some super-
natural power; she was anasmiated, with a thread-like pulse,
and so feeble that she was almost blinded on attempting to sit
up. Having no doubt about the nature of the case, he ex-

pressed his opinion confidently respecting it. She died shortly
after. At the post-mortem examination no sign of disease
could be detected in any organ of the body. There was, it was
true, a small pedunculated cyst attached to one of the broad
ligaments of the uterus; but this was not likely to have had
any effect on the system. The heart was free from disease, but
feeble and flabby. The supra-renal capsules, however, were
found greatly enlarged, more especially the left, and both of
them were converted into a bag of pus, which escaped in con-
siderable quantity. He thought it fair to assume, that as the
disease was diagnosed during life from the symptoms presented,
and as there was no other organ in the body affected, that the
disease in the capsules was reallv the cause, and the sole cause,
of the symptoms presented. But other cases favoured this
opinion. There was, however, it must be remembered, in the
direct vicinity of the capsules, the solar plexus, and the semi-lunar
ganglia, and they received from them a large supply of nerves,
and it was difficult to determine what influence the contact of
these diseased organs had on those great nervous centres, and
what share that secondary effect had on the health, and in the
production of the symptoms presented. He did not know
whether there had hitherto been sufficient carefulness of exa-
mination to determine whether in any case any positive lesion
of the nervous tissue existed; it had not been ascertained in the
caseto which he referred. There might, no doubt, be modi-
fied cases of disease of the supra-renal capsules, producing effects
upon the system in various degrees, according to the extent of
the existing lesions. Indeed, the organs might be functionally
diseased, and there might be more or less of the discoloration
of the skin and the other symptoms, without any organic lesion
existing. He related two cases in point, one of a man who
presented the discoloration of the skin and other symptoms, but
improved very much under the use of ammonia and other sti-
mulants. The other case was that of a woman with psoas
abscess in addition. In this case the discoloration was great,
and the constitutional debility severe. Under treatment she
had recovered strength, and was less discoloured. From what
he had seen of the organic changes which took place in this
disease, he could understand why in some cases there should
be an arrest, complete or otherwise, of the disorder. The de-
position which took place in these organs, and which some
called scrofulous, others malignant, underwent softening, and
became converted into a puriform mass, the process being
attended by inflammation. Whilst this deposit, which was
such as not to interfere with the entire function of the kidney,
was undergoing changes, there would be a considerable amount
of inflammatory action and disturbed function, which would
produce great general distress and discoloration. When the

softening process ceased, and the parts became quiescent, the
function of the kidney would be restored, and the health re-
stored with it. This was reasoning from what we knew of the
diseases of other organs. There were other sources of disputa-
tion, however, less legitimate, and easy of avoidance. Thus
cases had been sent to him of discoloration of the skin, quite
different from the discoloration attending this lesion. These

organs had also in some cases been pronounced diseased when
no disease really existed. A case of this kind had been pub-
lished, and several sent to him. In the instances which had
fallen under his own observation, it appeared to him quite con-
clusive that the amount of discoloration in the cases he had
met with had been connected with the softening process or
liquefaction of the contents of the organs, the one being in
direct ratio with the extent of the other.

In answer to a question from the President, Dr. ADDISON
replied that the case before the Society appeared to be a fair
specimen of the discoloration.

Dr. HARLEY remarked, that he thought the profession was
greatly indebted to Dr. Addison for having called its attention
to a peculiar and important disease which had hitherto passed
unnoticed. He then said that he had listened with pleasure
to the notes of the case which had just been read; but that he
could not help expressing himself as feeling somewhat sur-
prised at the conclusions drawn from it by the author; for he


